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Abstract—Incentive mechanisms play a critical role in P2P
systems. Private BitTorrent sites use a novel incentive paradigm,
where the sites record upload and download amounts of users and
require each user to maintain its upload-to-download ratio above
a specified threshold. This paper explores in-depth incentives in
private P2P file-sharing systems. Our contributions are threefold.
We first conduct a measurement study on a representative private
BitTorrent site, examining how incentives influence user behavior.
Our measurement study shows that, as compared with public
torrents, a private BitTorrent site provides more incentive for
users to contribute and seed. Second, we develop a game theoretic
model and analytically show that the ratio mechanism indeed
provides effective incentives. But existing ratio incentives in
private BitTorrent sites are vulnerable to collusions. Third, to
prevent collusion, we propose an upload entropy scheme, and
show through analysis and experiment that the entropy scheme
successfully limits colluding, while rarely affecting normal users
who do not collude.

I. INTRODUCTION

P2P has become a widely accepted architectural paradigm
for large-scale Internet applications. One essential issue in
P2P applications is how to provide incentives that encourage
users to contribute their resources, such as upload band-
width, storage, and computation. Without proper incentives,
a large percentage of users (more than 70% in Gnutella [18])
may behave as free-riders, dramatically degrading the system
performance. BitTorrent, considered as a second-generation
P2P file sharing system, is remarkably popular today, with
millions of users sharing content in hundreds of thousands
of torrents on a daily basis. One reason why BitTorrent is
successful is because of its built-in tit-for-tat incentive strategy.
Fundamentally, BitTorrent’s incentive principle is as follows:
a user will get the file faster if it contributes more upload
bandwidth to the torrent. This incentivizes users to upgrade
their ISP access and/or increase the maximum upload rates
(typically configurable) in their BitTorrent clients.

Because BitTorrent’s reciprocation mechanism is purely
synchronous within the same torrent, users have no incentive
to contribute once they have downloaded the entire file [6].
Private BitTorrent sites (also known as “BitTorrent darknets”)
introduce a new asynchronous incentive paradigm. Unlike the
public torrents (indexed by PirateBay, Mininova and so on),
a private BitTorrent site restricts who can use it, typically by
requiring users to login into registered accounts. Importantly,
private BitTorrent sites typically use ratio policies to provide
incentives – the sites record how much the registered users

upload and download, and enforce a minimum upload-to-
download ratio on each user. To date private torrents and
their incentive mechanisms have drawn little attention in the
research community. But there are over 900 private torrent
sites, and the aggregate number of torrents and users in the
private torrent landscape is large, on the order of the public
landscape [23].

In this paper, we obtain an in-depth understanding of the
incentive mechanisms in private BitTorrent sites. We first
conduct a measurement study on a representative private Bit-
Torrent site, examining how incentives influence user behavior.
Our measurement study shows that private BitTorrent sites pro-
vide significantly more incentives for users to contribute and
seed, compared with public torrents. Specifically, we observe
that peers in the private BitTorrent site exhibit high upload-
download ratios and high seed-leecher ratios. Using mech-
anism design from game theory, we also study analytically
why the ratio policies can provide effective incentives. We
find that the ratio policy satisfies both sufficient and necessary
conditions for an incentive mechanism to be effective.

Ratio incentives, however, are inherently vulnerable to pos-
sible collusions, where colluders cooperate with each other
and artificially boost their upload-to-download ratios, thereby
free-riding the system. We show analytically that the col-
lusion problem is not specific for ratio incentives; instead,
any effective incentive mechanism will potentially open the
doors to colluders. Therefore, in addition to providing effective
incentives, it is critical for private BitTorrent sites to be robust
in the presence of collusion. To this end, we propose using
upload entropy, which tracks how uniformly a user uploads to
other peers.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• Using a comprehensive measurement study of a typi-
cal private torrent site, we show that the ratio incen-
tive mechanism significantly influences user behavior
and boosts resource sharing, compared with the tit-for-
tat strategy in public torrents. This measurement study
verifies the potential effectiveness of an asynchronous
incentive mechanism in a real-world P2P system.

• Using game theory and mechanism design, we mathemat-
ically model and analyze general incentive mechanisms
in private BitTorrent sites. We analytically answer three
fundamental problems: (i) What are the desirable proper-



ties (i.e., sufficient and necessary conditions) of effective
incentives? (ii) Why does a ratio mechanism provide
effective incentives? (iii) Why is collusion an inherent
problem in private BitTorrent sites? To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to formulate and solve
the incentive design problem in private P2P systems.

• We propose an upload entropy scheme to protect against
collusion. Using upload entropy, we show how private
BitTorrent sites can enforce a minimum upload entropy
on each user in addition to the minimum upload-to-
download ratio. We show analytically that the upload
entropy scheme can limit the colluders’ gain. Through
a measurement study, we also show that normal peers
typically interact uniformly with a large number of peers,
and it is unlikely for the upload entropy scheme to
incorrectly penalize the normal peers. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to propose using entropy
to combat collusion in P2P systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the operation of private BitTorrent
sites and the ratio incentive mechanism. Our measurement
study on a representative private BitTorrent site is presented
in Section III. We formulate and solve the incentive design
problem in private BitTorrent sites in Section IV. We discuss
the collusion problem and propose the upload entropy scheme
in Section V. In Section VI, we mathematically show that
the upload entropy scheme can limit the colluders’ gain. We
summarize the related work in Section VII. The paper is
concluded in Section VIII.

II. PRIVATE BITTORRENT AND RATIO INCENTIVE

We first provide an overview of how a private BitTorrent
site operates. Typically the “owner” (which may be one more
physical persons) of a private BitTorrent site operates and
manages both a torrent-discovery site (Web site) and a tracker.
For users to browse the private torrent-discovery site and to
obtain .torrent files indexed on the site, they must first register
with the site with a login name and password. For many of
the private BitTorrent sites, a user first needs to obtain an
invitation before it can register at the site. After registration,
and once the user proves itself as a good citizen, typically by
uploading many files, the user in turn may be provided with
invitations, which it can distribute to friends (or sometimes
sell over eBay!). This procedure is very different from a public
discovery site (such as Mininova or PirateBay), which allows
arbitrary users to browse the site and download .torrent files
without registration.

The private sites assign each registered user a unique
“passkey”. This passkey provides authorization to the private
BitTorrent tracker. As an example, suppose Joe is a registered
user at the fictional private BitTorrent site DVDdarknet.com,
and is interested in obtaining the movie FantasticMovie. Joe
will first browse DVDdarknet, and request the meta data
.torrent file for FantasticMovie. The .torrent file returned by
the DVDdarknet.com will contain the IP address (or hostname)
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Fig. 1. Overall download and upload amounts of users (MB).

of the private tracker, which is also managed by DVDdarknet,
as well as other meta information. In particular, the .torrent
file will include Joe’s passkey and will typically have the
“private field” set to on. Joe’s BitTorrent client then reads the
.torrent file, contacts the private tracker provided in the file,
and provides Joe’s passkey for authorization. The tracker, after
having validated the passkey, provides Joe with a subset of
peers (typically up to 50) that are currently active in the swarm
for FanatasticMovie. Joe’s BitTorrent client then establishes
TCP connections and trades blocks of data with these other
peers, which are also registered at DVDdarknet.com.

The main distinctive characteristic of private BitTorrent
sites is the “ratio incentive” policy. Specifically, when a user
participates in a swarm managed by a private BitTorrent site,
its client periodically reports to the private tracker, along
with its passkey, the amount of data it has uploaded and
downloaded from the swarm. The private BitTorrent site uses
this information to track the total number of bytes the user
has uploaded and downloaded for all the torrents (from the
private BitTorrent site) the user has participated in to date.
For each of its registered users, the private tracker maintains
the ratio of the number of bytes it has uploaded to the
number of bytes the user has downloaded. Users are given
incentives to maintain a high ratio. Specifically, these sites
require each user to maintain a minimum ratio value (e.g.,
0.7) in order to keep their accounts active. This incentive
mechanism encourages private BitTorrent users to continue to
seed downloaded content.

We stress that this ratio incentive policy is unique to private
torrents – the public trackers and DHTs do not identify users,
record their upload contribution and download consumption
across torrents, and do not enforce a minimum ratio.

III. MEASUREMENT: EFFECTIVENESS ON RATIO
INCENTIVE

In this section we provide measurement results of a private
Bittorrent web site, namely HDChina. We choose this site
because it makes available detailed swarm and user informa-
tion for analysis. HDChina mainly distributes high-definition
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Fig. 2. Download and upload amounts of each user per day
(amount/membership lifetime).
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Fig. 3. CDF of upload-download ratio among peers.

movies and TV episodes. We collected the data on Oct. 20,
2009. At the time of our measurement, it had 18,518 registered
accounts and tracked 20,423 active torrents. In order to join
HDChina, the user must obtain an invitation from another
senior member of HDChina. Similar to other private sites,
HDChina implements a ratio incentive policy. If the user’s
download amount is less than 10GB, it needs to maintain
a ratio (upload amount/download amount) higher than 0.3.
The required ratio increases when the user downloads more
content: if the user has downloaded more than 100GB, the
required ratio is 0.7. If the user fails to meet the required
ratio, it will receive a warning email from the administrator.
If the ratio is still low one week after being warned, the user
will be evicted from the system. HDChina has an additional
policy that allows newcomers to download a limited amount of
content for free, i.e., the download amount of a newcomer is
not counted by the site. (Note that the upload amount is always
counted.) This encourages newcomers to be active, and helps
them get initial content, with which they can serve other peers
and increase their upload amounts.

HDChina makes available on its site extensive information
about individual user usage. The information for each individ-

ual user includes the user’s registration time, last online time,
amount of bytes uploaded, and amount of bytes downloaded.
Additionally, HDChina makes information available about
each individual torrent, including size of the video file, total
number of download times of the torrent file, current total
download speed, and a full list of seeds and leechers. For
HDChina, we crawled and parsed the user data for all of the
HDChina users. With this user data, we can provide a more
detailed analysis of the characteristics of the private BitTorrent
site and examine closely the consequences of its ratio incentive
policy.

To evaluate the effectiveness of an incentive mechanism,
one natural approach is to investigate the upload amount and
download amount of users. A P2P system is effective if users
have high upload and download amounts. We first investigate
the upload and download amounts of users in HDChina.

Figure 1 provides a scatter plot, showing for each registered
user the amounts it downloaded and uploaded. For most users,
the upload amount is higher than its download amount. This
can be attributed to the ratio incentive policy. In fact, a large
fraction of users have uploaded 50+ MBytes more than they
have downloaded. These users appear to be building up credit,
which can be used for future bursts of desirable content.
Remarkably, many users have uploaded more than 1 TB data.
In HDChina, the aggregate amount of uploaded bytes and the
aggregate amount of downloaded bytes are 17,054 TB and
2,568 TB, respectively. In principle, the aggregate amount of
data uploaded should equal to the aggregate amount down-
loaded. There are multiple possible reasons why in actuality
the aggregate amount of uploaded bytes greatly exceeds the
aggregate amount of downloaded: (i) newcomers are allowed
to download their first file for free, which is not included
into the download amount; (ii) users who download much
more than they upload get their accounts removed by the
administrator; nevertheless any user who has uploaded to an
evicted user still gets credits for uploading.

Figure 2 is a scatter plot that shows the download and upload
amount of each user per day. It is found that most users upload
(or download) more than 100 MBytes but less than 10GBytes
per day. This indicates that the users are highly active. Figure 3
shows the CDF of the overall upload-download ratio of all the
registered users. Over 90% of users have a ratio higher than
1, which seems to indicate the ratio incentive policy leads
most users to upload more than they download. Compared
with the public torrents, where users often limit the uploading
bandwidth, the private users are more motivated to contribute
bandwidth.

Seeds in BitTorrent not only increase the downloading
speed of the leechers, but also improve the integrity of a
swarm. Without seeds, a swarm may face the “last chunk”
problem, where some chunks are unavailable from all peers,
so that leechers cannot complete downloading the file. We now
investigate whether the ratio mechanism incentivizes users to
seed files. To this end, we compare the seed-leecher ratios
obtained from HDChina with those obtained from a popular
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Fig. 4. Comparison of seed-leecher ratios in HDChina and PirateBay: (a) big swarm; (b) medium swarm; (c) small swarm. Mean ratios are also indicated
in figure.

public BitTorrent website, PirateBay. Similar to HDChina, we
crawl the Private Bay websites and obtain the seed-leecher
ratios for about 1,800,000 torrents. We divide the torrents in
HDChina into three equal size groups, namely, big swarms,
medium swarms, and small swarms, based on the number of
peers in each torrent. The swarm sizes of big swarms, medium
swarms, and small swarms range from 16 to 562, from 8 to 16,
and from 2 to 7, respectively. To provide a fair comparison, we
consider the torrents in PirateBay that have comparable swarm
sizes with those in HDChina, and correspondingly divide them
into three groups.

Figure 4 shows the CDFs of the seed-leecher ratios for
HDChina and PirateBay for the three torrent-size ranges. We
also indicate the mean seed-leecher ratios for these groups
in the figures. We observe that for all three groups with
different swarm sizes, HDChina has significantly higher seed-
leecher ratios than PirateBay. These higher seeding ratios are
due to the ratio incentive policy in private torrent sites. The
higher seeding ratios provide faster download times. Indeed, as
shown in Figure 1 (b), users in HDChina have high uploading
levels. Therefore, by jointly considering the high seeding
and uploading levels, it is reasonable to expect that users
in HDChina also have a high download rate, providing a
relatively short download time for the HD movies (with each
movie having a size of around 4 GB). Furthermore, we observe
that in HDChina, seeds are available for almost all torrents,
so that the last chunk problem is largely avoided, even for the
torrents with small swarm sizes. The last chunk problem is
common in the torrents that PirateBay indexes, where more
than 65% of torrents do not have any seeds.

In summary, our analysis of HDChina has enabled us to
gain insight into user behavior in private sites. We observe
that the ratio policy is very effective in incentivizing users
for uploading, with over 90% of users have a ratio higher
than 1. In addition, the seed/leecher ratio in private sites is
significantly higher than that in public sites, which provides
private sites with accelerated download speeds.

IV. GAME THEORY: FINDING EFFECTIVE INCENTIVE
MECHANISMS

As we have noted earlier, most private BitTorrent sites
use a ratio incentive policy, whereby a user is permitted to
stay in the system if its upload-to-download ratio is above a
specified threshold. But is this simple incentive mechanism
“effective”? In particular, is there another incentive function
(again based on upload and download rates) that will improve
the overall system performance? For example, perhaps an
incentive function involving the log of the amount of bytes
uploaded provides better overall performance?

For a given incentive mechanism, each user will naturally
attempt to maximize its own “utility” which includes rewards
for bytes downloaded and costs for bytes uploaded. Thus, for
a given incentive mechanism, we expect the system to settle
into a Nash equilibrium, whereby if any one user modifies
its upload/download strategy, its own utility will decrease.
This Nash equilibrium also determines an overall system
performance, measured by the degree of resource sharing that
takes place across the entire system. The incentive design
problem is thus to determine the incentive mechanism that
leads to the Nash equilibrium with the best overall system
performance.

Using this general game-theoretic framework, in this section
we analytically answer three fundamental questions: (i) What
are the desirable properties (i.e., sufficient and necessary
conditions) of effective incentives? (ii) Does a ratio mechanism
provide effective incentives? (iii) Why is collusion an inherent
problem in private BitTorrent sites?

A. Models of Private Torrent

We describe a game that we use to model incentives
file sharing during one time period, e.g, one hour. Let n
denote the number of users who participate in the system1.
Each user i’s strategy, denoted as (δi, σi), consists of two
independent actions. δi is the amount of data that user i
targets for downloading in each period; while σi is the amount

1The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table I in Appendix.



of data that user i targets for uploading in one period. The
target σi reflects the user’s upload bandwidth configuration,
that is, how much bandwidth the user allocates to the P2P
application. Specifically, σi is user i’s bandwidth configuration
multiplied by the length of one time period. The target δi has
an analogous interpretation for download bandwidth. These
target values are limited by the underlying physical bandwidths
available to each user. To simplify the discussion, we assume
all users have the same underlying physical limits, denoted by
D for downloading and U for uploading. Thus each user i’s
strategy (δi, σi) must satisfy 0 ≤ δi ≤ D and 0 ≤ σi ≤ U .
Consistent with the asymmetric nature of most access links,
we assume throughout that D > U .

As described in more detail below, for a given incentive
mechanism, each user i will seek a strategy (δi, σi) that
maximizes its own utility. We say that an incentive mechanism
is effective if it causes all users to download and upload as
much as possible, that is, if all users set (δi, σi) = (D,U).

B. The Actual Uploads and Downloads

In order to precisely define an incentive mechanism and a
user’s utility, we first need to specify how many bytes each
user actually uploads and downloads. Let di and ui denote
the number of bytes that user i has actually downloaded and
uploaded, respectively, in the time period. Clearly, di and ui
must satisfy di ≤ δi and ui ≤ σi. In addition to user i’s
bandwidth configuration (δi and σi), di and ui also depend on
the strategies selected by all other users. For example, even if
user i sets its target download δi to a high value, the actual
amount it downloads, di, may be still be low if the other users
set their target uploads to low values.

We now relate the actual upload and download (di, ui) of
a user to the users’ strategies (δi, σi), i = 1, . . . , n. To this
end, we use a widely accepted traffic balancing model [5],
where we assume that the P2P system can balance the demand
from all receivers to all suppliers, based on their demands δi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and supply σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Specifically, user i’s
actual upload and download is given by

ui = min(σi,
∑
j

δj
σi∑
k σk

) (1)

and
di =

∑
j

uj
δi∑
l δl

. (2)

Thus, the actual amount a user i uploads is proportional to
the total demand across users,

∑
j δj and also proportional to

its relative upload configuration σi∑
k σk

(but constrained to be
less than configured bandwidth σi). The actual amount that a
user i downloads has an analogous interpretation.

Because a user cannot upload to and download from itself,
we need to further refine the equations (1) and (2) as:

ui = min(σi,
∑
j 6=i

δj
σi∑
k 6=j σk

), (3)

and

di =
∑
j 6=i

uj
δi

σj∑
k 6=i σk∑

l 6=j δl
σj∑
k 6=l σk

. (4)

This P2P model reflects the relation between a peer’s strat-
egy (δi, σi) and its actual download and upload (di, ui): (i)
the more a peer demands, the more it actually downloads; the
more a peer is willing to upload, the more it actually uploads;
(ii) the aggregate amount of bytes uploaded is equal to the
aggregate amount of bytes downloaded. As an illustrative
example, assume there are n = 3 users, and the users configure
their target downloads and uploads as follows: δ1 = σ1 = 1,
δ2 = σ2 = 2, and δ3 = σ3 = 3. Solving (3) and (4) we
obtain u1 = 1, u2 = 2, u3 = 2.1, and d1 = 0.93, d2 = 1.83,
d3 = 2.34. Note that the users who target higher uploads
and higher downloads actually receive higher uploads and
downloads. Also note that

∑3
i=1 ui =

∑3
i=1 di.

C. Incentive Mechanisms

Having defined the actual upload ui and actual download
di, i = 1, . . . , n, we can now rigorously define the incentive
mechanism. Recall that the incentive mechanism is specified
by the private site operator, and takes into account each users
actual upload ui and actual download di. We denote a general
incentive mechanism as a real function f(·).

For a given incentive function f(·), a user is only allowed to
continue to download if di ≤ f(ui); if di > f(ui), user i will
be evicted from the system. There are infinitely many possible
forms for f(·). The ratio incentive discussed in Section 3 takes
the form:

f(ui) =
ui
θ

+ ∆. (5)

Here θ is the threshold which the upload-to-download ratio
needs to exceed for the user to avoid eviction; and ∆ is the
amount of data a newcomer is allowed to download for free.
But the ratio incentive is just one of many possible functional
forms for f(·).

D. Utility Function

To complete the definition of the game and mechanism
design problem, we need to define each user’s utility function.
We assume each user i has the following natural quasi-linear
utility function [5]:

Ψi =

{
B(di)− C(ui) + β · (f(ui)− di) if f(ui) ≥ di
−∞ otherwise.

(6)
Recall that if user i does not satisfy f(ui) ≥ di, it is evicted
from the system (forever). Hence the utility function is −∞
when f(ui) < di. In the nominal case when f(ui) ≥ di,
the utility function has three terms. The first term, B(di), is
user i’s benefit when it downloads di in the time period. The
second term, C(ui), is user i’s cost when it uploads ui in
the time period. B(di) and C(ui) represent a user’s utility in
a general P2P file sharing system, no matter which incentive
mechanisms are in use. The third term β ·(f(ui)−di) accounts



for the incentive mechanism specified by the operator of the
private torrent site. This term reflects user i’s propensity to
increase its “savings” f(ui) − di, which can be used for
future downloading. We also make the natural assumption
that compared to collecting more savings, user i prefers to
download more by consuming its savings. In practice, if a user
finds interesting content, the user will typically download the
content without planing for future use. Mathematically, this
assumption is equivalent to that B(di)− βdi is an increasing
function with di, provided that f(ui) − di ≥ 0. Finally, we
assume that all B(x), C(x) and f(x) are differentiable.

E. Game Theoretical Analysis

We find the sufficient and necessary conditions under which
an incentive mechanism is effective.

Theorem 1: If the incentive mechanism f(·) satisfies
f(u) > u and f ′(u) > C′(u)

β for all u ∈ [0, U ], then
(δi, σi) = (D,U), i = 1, . . . , n, is both a strict and unique
Nash equilibrium.

Proof: We first prove that (D,U) is a strict Nash
equilibrium. We assume that all other users except possibly
user i follow the strategy (D,U). If user i also follows the
strategy (D,U), it follows from (3), (4) and D > U that
di = ui = U . Additionally, since f(U) > U , we have
Ψi = B(U) − C(U) + β(f(U) − U). We now investigate
whether there exists any other strategy for user i that increases
its utility.

Assume that instead of following (D,U), user i follows
another strategy (δi, σi). From Equation 3, ui = min(σi, (n−
1)D σi

(n−2)U+σi
). Since D > U , we have σi < (n −

1)D σi
(n−2)U+σi

, and thus ui = σi. To obtain di, we need
to determine the actual uploads of all other users. Let u−i
be the actual upload for all users except user i, where
u−i = min(U, δi

n−1 + (n− 2)D U
(n−2)U+σi

). From Equation 4,
if U ≥ δi

n−1 + (n − 2)D U
(n−2)U+σi

, then di = δi; otherwise
di = δiU

δi
n−1+(n−2)D U

(n−2)U+σi

.

We therefore have Ψi = B(di)− C(σi) +M(f(σi)− di),
where M(x) := βx for x ≥ 0 and M(x) := −∞ for x < 0.
Since f ′(u) > C ′(u)/β for all u ∈ [0, U ], B(di) − C(σi) +
M(f(σi)− di) < B(di)− C(U) + (f(U)− di)β, for any δi
(and corresponding di) and σi (where σi < U ). Note that di
satisfies di ≤ U < f(U) for any (δi, σi). Therefore, for any
given δi, σi = U is always the best upload strategy for user i.

Also observe that di increases with δi and that B(di)−βdi
increases with di, given that f(ui) − di ≥ 0. This implies
that we can increase δi to D to achieve the maximum
Ψi = B(U)−C(U) + (f(U)−U)β. Thus (D,U) is the best
strategy for user i if all other users follow (D,U). Therefore,
(f(U), U) is a strict Nash equilibrium.

We next prove that (D,U) is the unique Nash equilibrium.
We investigate whether there exists any other Nash equilibrium
(δ, σ). To this end, we investigate whether there exists another

strategy (δ, σ), which is the best strategy of user i, if all other
users except user i follow this strategy.

Case 1: δ ≤ σ. If user i also follows (δ, σ), with Equation 3
and Equation 4, we have ui = di = δ. Assume user i follows
another strategy (δ+ε, σ), where ε is small. This strategy does
not change user i’s actual upload ui = δ but increases user i’s
actual download from di = δ to di = δ+κ, where κ is a small
value depending on ε. Since f(u) > u for all u ∈ [0, U ], there
exists an ε such that di = δ + κ < f(δ) = f(ui). Because
B(di) − βdi increases with di (given that f(ui) > di), by
increasing di while keeping ui unchanged, (δ+ε, σ) is a better
strategy than (δ, σ) for user i. Therefore, (δ, σ) with δ ≤ σ
cannot be a Nash equilibrium.

Case 2: δ > σ and σ < U . If user i also follows (δ, σ),
with Equation 3 and Equation 4, we have ui = di = σ.
Assume that user i follows another strategy (δ, σ + ε), where
ε is small. Since δ > σ, there exists an ε such that σ + ε <
(n − 1)δ σ+ε

(n−2)σ+σ+ε . We therefore have ui = σ + ε and
di = δσ

δ
n−1+(n−2)δ σ

(n−2)σ+σ+ε

. There exists an ε such that σ <

di < f(σ) < f(σ + ε). Since f ′(u) > C′(u)
β , B(di)− C(σ +

ε)+(f(σ+ε)−di)β > B(di)−C(σ)+(f(σ)−di)β. Note that
the left side of the inequality is the utility of user i, if user i
follows the strategy (δ, σ+ε). Since B(di)−diβ increases with
di, B(di)−C(σ)+(f(σ)−di)β > B(σ)−C(σ)+(f(σ)−σ)β.
Note that the right side of the inequality is the utility of user
i, if user i follows the strategy (δ, σ). Therefore, (δ, σ) in this
case cannot be a Nash equilibrium.

Case 3: σ < δ < D and σ = U . If user i also follows
(δ, U), with Equation 3 and Equation 4, we have ui = di = U .
Assume that user i follows another strategy (δ+ε, U). Similar
to case 1, there exists an ε such that di is increased while
ui is unchanged, leading to a higher utility. Combining all
of the three cases, it follows that (D,U) is a unique Nash
equilibrium.

Theorem 2: If (δi, σi) = (D,U), i = 1, . . . , n, is a strict
Nash equilibrium, then the incentive mechanism must satisfy
f(U) ≥ U and f ′(U) > C′(U)−B′(U)

β + 1.

Proof: Suppose (δi, σi) = (D,U), i = 1, . . . , n, is a strict
Nash equilibrium. Suppose that users are all using the strategy
(D,U).

It follows from (3), (4) and D > U that di = ui = U . We
first show that f(·) must satisfy f(U) ≥ U . Suppose f(U) <
U . We then have f(ui)− di = f(U)− U < 0, implying that
Ψi = −∞. Any other strategy of user i leads to an equal or
better utility, giving a contradiction. Thus f(U) ≥ U .

Since f(U) ≥ U and all users follow the strategy (D,U),
user i’s utility is Ψi = B(U) − C(U) + (f(U) − U)β.
This utility should be greater than the utility of user i, if
user i follows the strategy (D − κ, U − ε), where κ and ε
are small. With strategy (D − κ, U − ε), ui = min(U −
ε, (n− 1)D U−ε

(n−2)U+U−ε ) = U − ε. There exists a κ such that
u−i = min(U, D−κn−1 + (n− 2)D U

(n−2)U+U−ε ) = U , and di =



(D−κ)U
D−κ
n−1 +(n−2)D U

(n−1)U−ε
= U − ε. Therefore, B(U) − C(U) +

(f(U)−U)β > B(U − ε)−C(U − ε) + (f(U − ε)−U + ε)β.
This requires that f ′(U) > C′(U)−B′(U)+β

β .

Note that U could be an arbitrary number that depends
on the length of the period. A desirable incentive mechanism
should be able to provide effective incentives independent of
the length of each period and the corresponding U . Therefore,
for an incentive to be effective, it follows from Theorem 2
that f(u) ≥ u and f ′(u) > C′(u)−B′(u)

β + 1 for any u.

From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we have arrived at the
following important insights for incentive design:

• Based on Theorem 1, the ratio incentive mechanism
typically used in private BitTorrent site is an effective
incentive mechanism. In particular, the ratio incentive
f(u) = u

θ + ∆ with θ and ∆ satisfying u
θ + ∆ > u

and 1
θ >

C′(u)
β for all u ∈ [0, U ] is a simple incentive

mechanism that satisfies the sufficient condition, thereby
providing effective incentives.

• Based on Theorem 2, for f(·) to be an effective incentive
mechanism, if the cost of upload increases faster than
the benefit of download (i.e., C ′(u) > B′(u)), f(·) must
satisfy f ′(u) > 1 for all u. This means the incentive
must provide a “bonus” to the uploading users, with a
bonus rate of f ′(u)− 1: if a user uploads u bytes, it can
download u bytes plus (f ′(u) − 1)u bonus bytes. This
opens the door to collusion, which will be discussed in
detail in Section V-B.

• The content shared in a private torrent site significantly
affects the performance of an incentive mechanism. More
interesting content results in higher B′(u) and β: a user
is more willing to download and increase its savings
for future use. Higher B′(u) and β require a smaller
f ′(u) to satisfy the necessary condition, where f ′(u) >
C′(u)−B′(u)

β + 1.
• It is more likely that newcomers are less interested in

the content than the long-existing users. This is because
the users that are less interested in the content will be
eventually washed out, due to their reluctance to sharing
and downloading. In this way, the newcomers may have
lower B′(d) and β. To compromise these, the system
needs to provide more bonus with a higher f ′(u) to the
newcomers. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, most private
torrent sites follow this policy with a lower θ (e.g., θ =
0.3) to incentivize newcomers.

V. USING ENTROPY TO PREVENT COLLUSION

Although private BitTorrent sites provide strong incentives
for users to upload, the incentives are vulnerable to fake
reports and collusion. To address these problems, we are
proposing major changes to the operation of a private BitTor-
rent site: (i) changing the protocol to report upload amounts
to individual peers (rather than aggregates) and (ii) including
an entropy requirement in addition to upload/download ratio
requirement.

A. Individual Fake Report and Pair-Wise Report

Most private BitTorrent sites use the same BitTorrent clients
that are used in the public world. These clients report their
aggregate upload and download periodically to the tracker. The
BitTorrent clients can be easily coded so that they untruthfully
report a high aggregate upload and a low (or zero) aggregate
download, providing them a high upload-download ratio that is
always higher than the threshold. Without making any change
to the the private sites, individuals can currently cheat as much
as they like.

We propose to use pair-wise report to detect individual
fake reports. Instead of reporting the aggregated upload and
download, we require each peer to report (to the tracker) how
much it has uploaded to and downloaded from each other
peer. Assume that peer A actually uploads 1 MB to peer
B, but untruthfully reports that it uploads 10 MB to peer B.
The tracker can easily detect a dispute, if peer B truthfully
reports its download. The system can block the users that
are often involved in dispute. Or the system can simply not
update each party’s upload/download totals, causing peer B to
blacklist peer A in the future. The pair-wise reporting scheme
can be easily implemented on existing BitTorrent trackers and
clients. In the following sections, we assume that the pair-
wise reporting scheme had been implemented in the BitTorrent
trackers and clients.

B. Collusion in Private BitTorrent

Collusion is a critical issue in P2P applications. We first
show that colluders can free-ride the system in a private
BitTorrent site (even though the site adopts pair-wise report).
If a large portion of peers in a P2P system are colluders, the
resource in the system will be over exploited and the system
will be brought to its knees. Note that a set of colluders
can actually be one user who has created several colluding
accounts.

To fool the tracker, a pair of peers need to cooperate with
each other and make sure that their reports match well. As an
example, assume the ratio incentive is in use with θ = 0.7. To
free-ride the system, colluder A can untruthfully report that
it has sent 70 Gbytes to colluder B. Meanwhile, colluder B
can report that it has sent 70 Gbytes to colluder A. In this
way, both colluders can download 30 Gbytes for free, with an
upload-download ratio being 70

70+30 = 0.7 and without being
evicted.

Conceptually, when θ < 1, a private torrent site with
ratio incentives will inevitably encounter a collusion problem.
Based on our analysis in Section IV-E, without specific de-
sign, collusion is an inherent problem for effective incentive
mechanisms, independent of which incentive mechanism is in
use. Therefore, it is crucial to design schemes that can prevent
collusions, while not violating the desirable properties of the
incentive mechanisms.

We consider the following natural threat model: there may
exist multiple on-going collusions, but each collusion only



involves a small number of colluders. This assumption is
typically valid since it is difficult for a single user to create
many accounts (due to invitations and quota mechanisms), and
it is unlikely that large numbers of strangers would collude
with each other. Without loss of generality, we only consider
one collusion with multiple colluders in the following sections.

C. Upload Entropy

We aim to design a scheme to prevent collusions while
preserving the desirable properties of ratio incentives. Our
scheme is based on the following observation about how
colluders and normal users naturally behave. On one hand,
a large portion of total (reported) upload traffic of a colluder
is concentrated on a small number of colluding peers, since
the colluder needs to maintain a high ratio without actually
uploading. On the other hand, a normal user (which is not
a colluder) typically joins multiple torrents (e.g., for multiple
movies), and within each torrent, uploads to and downloads
from multiple other users. Therefore, we expect the total
upload traffic of a normal user to be widely spread over a
large number of users. We attempt to use this property to
differentiate colluders and normal users.

We now introduce a novel mechanism to thwart colluders.
Central to the mechanism is a user’s upload entropy, which
we define as follows:

ei = −
n∑
j=1

uij
ui

ln
uij
ui
, (7)

where n is the number of registered users, uij is the (reported)
upload amount from user i to user j, and ui =

∑n
j=1 uij is

the total (reported) upload of user i.

In addition to the ratio threshold θ, we now also require
each user to satisfy an upload entropy threshold (denoted as
ρ): if ui/di ≥ θ and ei ≥ ρ, user i may stay in the system;
otherwise, this user will be evicted. Note that the upload
entropy is orthogonal with the upload-download ratio, thus
preserving all the desirable properties of the ratio incentive.

D. User Interaction Patterns: A Measurement Study

One immediate question is what is the upload entropy value
for typical users in a private BitTorrent site. To answer this
question, one needs to know how much a user has uploaded
to the other peers. It is, however, hard (if not impossible) to
obtain this information from existing private BitTorrent sites,
where only total upload amounts from each user are recorded.
Instead, we use the number of “interactions” between a pair
of users as a rough estimate of the upload amounts between
these users. We say that there is an interaction between user i
and user j, if user i and user j appear in the same torrent at
the same time. We count the number of interactions for each
pair of active users. Let cij be the number of torrents in which
i and j interacted. Similar to the upload entropy, we define

the interaction entropy for each user as follows:

ẽi = −
n∑
j=1

cij
ci

ln
cij
ci
, (8)

where n is the total number of active peers, and ci =
∑n
j=1 cij .

We argue that if a user has a large interaction entropy, then it
likely has a large upload entropy. Indeed, within each torrent,
each seed uploads to a large portion of peers (over an extended
time period with the specific details being implementation
dependent); while a leecher uploads to a large portion of other
leechers, due to optimistic unchoking. Therefore, if a user i
has a large cij with peer j it most likely also has a large uij ;
therefore, if a user i has a large interaction entropy then it
likely has a large upload entropy.

We conducted a measurement study in HDChina to obtain
the interaction entropy of users. Specifically, we crawled
HDChina periodically over an 8-day period from Oct 20,
2009 to Oct. 27 2009. During each crawl we determined,
for each HDChina torrent, the set of users that were active
in the torrent. From this data, we were able to calculate the
cij’s. From the cij’s we then calculate the interaction entropy
over the first day (two crawls) and over the eight days (16
crawls). Over the 8 days we observed 10,442 different users
participating in HD China.

We show how peers interact with each other in Figure 5.
We first investigate the number of peers that each user has
interacted with (i.e., they co-occur in at least one torrent).
We define the total number of co-occurrence peers of a user
i as n∗i , where n∗i ≤ n. Figure 5(a) shows the CDF of n∗

among all users. Since a user will interact with more peers
as time passes, we investigate n∗ after 1 day (two rounds of
crawling) and after 8 days (16 runs of crawling). We indicate
the average n∗ in the figure. The figure shows that each user
typically interacts with a large number of other peers, even
within a short duration. For example, a user interacts with
747 peers on average within one day! However, n∗ cannot
show the uniformity of the interactions, i.e., how uniformly
a user interacts with other peers. If we were to use only n∗

as a measure for non-collusion, then it would be possible for
a colluder to “hide” itself by briefly interacting with a lot of
honest peers (and sending corresponding upload reports) while
sending large fake upload reports for its colluding partners.

To investigate the uniformity, we show the CDF and mean
value of the interaction entropy among all active peers in
Figure 5(b). We observe that most peers have relatively high
interaction entropy, even for the peers that only join the system
for one day. After eight days, more than 80% of peers have an
interaction entropy higher than 5. It is reasonalble to anticipate
that peers will have even higher interaction entropies over
longer time spans. To further investigate the uniformity, we
plot the entropy difference of lnn∗i − ẽi. Note that lnn∗i is the
maximum interaction entropy (when user i equally interacts
with all n∗i other users). Figure 5(c) shows that the difference
for most users is small. There is no difference for more than
70% of users.
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Fig. 5. Peer interaction in HDChina. (a) CDF of number of interactions; (b) CDF of of interaction entropy; (c) CDF of difference of interaction entropy.

In summary, peers in a private torrent normally interact
with a large number of other peers, and the interactions
are uniformly spread over these other peers; this type of
interaction leads to high interaction entropy.

VI. UNDERSTANDING UPLOAD ENTROPY

In this section, we investigate analytically how upload
entropy prevents collusion. We consider two scenarios: (i)
the colluders cannot renew their identities after they have
been evicted by the system; (ii) the colluders can renew their
identities after they have been evicted by the system, but after
waiting for a time T .

A. Colluders without Renewable Identities

In this scenario, we assume that it is very hard for a user
to get a new identity if this user is evicted. (Obtaining a new
identity might require a new invitation from a trusted user,
as well as access from a different IP address (or IP address
range). In this scenario, all users, including colluders, maintain
their upload/download ratios and upload entropies above the
thresholds, so as to avoid eviction.

Suppose there are n normal users and m colluders in the
system. The system measures the upload and the download of
each user during each time period. In this section, we focus
our discussion on one period. Let uij be the actual upload
from colluder i to normal user j. Let ui be the total actual
upload of colluder i, where ui =

∑
j uij . Similarly, let vik be

the fake upload from colluder i to colluder k. Let vi be the
total fake upload of colluder i, where vi =

∑
k vik. Let bik

be the fake download of colluder i from colluder k. Let di
and bi denote the total actual download and fake download of
colluder i, respectively, where bi =

∑
k bik. The actual total

upload ui is bounded by a colluder’s physical upload capacity,
denoted by U , while the fake upload vi could be an arbitrarily
large number. The reports sent by a pair of colluders match
well with each other with vik = bki.

We study how well the upload entropy requirement can limit
“free” downloads by colluders. Specifically, given the ratio
threshold θ and the upload entropy threshold ρ, what is the

maximum total download amount among all m colluders? This
problem can be formulated as:

max
∑m
i=1 di

st. ui+vi
di+bi

≥ θ
−[
∑
j

uij
ui+vi

ln
uij
ui+vi

+
∑
k

vi,k
ui+vi

ln
vi,k
ui+vi

] ≥ ρ
ui =

∑
j uij

ui ≤ U
vi =

∑
k vik

vik = bki.

(9)

Note that these constraints are required for all colluders
i = 1, . . . ,m, and all variables are non-negative (while vii =
0). The above problem can be solved by the Kuhn-Tucker
approach. However, to avoid involving so many variables,
which makes the Kuhn-Tucker problem very difficult to solve,
we first simplify the above problem.

Lemma 1: The original problem to maximize
∑m
i=1 di in

(9) is equivalent to the following optimization problem:
max vi
st. −[ U

U+vi
ln U

n(U+vi)
+ vi

U+vi
ln vi

(m−1)(U+vi)
] ≥ ρ, (10)

for each individual colluder i.

Proof: We can observe that to achieve the maximum∑m
i=1 di, the upload-download ratio of each colluder i should

be equal to (rather than being less than) the threshold θ;
otherwise di can be further increased.

If
∑
i di is maximized, we have

∑
i di =

∑
i
(ui+vi)

θ −∑
i bi =

∑
i[

1
θui+( 1

θ−1)vi]. This indicates that, to maximize∑
i di, each individual user needs to maximize its own 1

θui +
( 1
θ−1)vi. To this end, one needs to increase ui to U . Note that

increasing ui will not violate the upload entropy constraint, as
one can increase vi correspondingly with ui. For any given ui
and vi, the maximum upload entropy is achieved by allocating
ui and vi equally to the normal users and other colluders,
respectively. In this way, the upload entropy constraint can be
simplified.

Therefore, maximizing
∑
i di is equivalent to maximizing

di for each individual colluder i, which is equivalent to
maximizing vi (as ui = U ) with the simplified upload entropy
constraint.
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Fig. 6. Additional download ratio for colluders with different m and ρ, when
n = 10, 000.

We can see that for the optimization problem in (10), when
vi ≥ m

n U , the upload entropy is monotonically decreasing
with vi. (Note that when vi = m

n U , the upload entropy is
equal to 1.) We can also see that when vi approaches infinity,
the upload entropy approaches ln(m − 1). Therefore, if ρ >
ln(m− 1), the maximum vi satisfies

− [
U

U + vi
ln

U

n(U + vi)
+

vi
U + vi

ln
vi

(m− 1)(U + vi)
] = ρ.

(11)
Although the above equation does not have closed form
solution, it is easy to obtain the numerical solution. Let V
denote the root of the above equation. Note that V is jointly
determined by m, n, ρ, and U . This directly leads to the
following theorem.

Theorem 3: If ρ > ln(m−1), the maximum total download
of the m colluders is mdmax, where

dmax =
1

θ
U + (

1

θ
− 1)V. (12)

dmax is achieved by setting ui = U and vi = V for i =
1, . . . ,m. If ρ ≤ ln(m−1), the total download of m colluders
is unlimited by setting vi =∞ for i = 1, . . . ,m.

Theorem 3 shows that with the proper threshold ρ > ln(m−
1), the upload entropy constraint imposes an upper bound on
the total download of the colluders, no matter how they collude
with each other.

To investigate how upload entropy limits the total download
of colluders, we define colluding gain (denoted by g) as the
difference of the maximum download with colluding and the
maximum download without colluding, normalized by the
maximum download without colluding, that is,

g=
[ 1θU+( 1

θ−1)V ]− 1
θU

1
θU

=
( 1
θ−1)V

1
θU

.
(13)

Figure 6 shows the colluding gain for the colluders with
varying m and ρ, when n = 10, 000. θ is set to 0.7. As
expected, when ρ is larger, the colluding gain becomes smaller.
When ρ = 5, even with 15 colluders, the colluding gain is

less than 0.7. Note that a colluding gain of 1 means that the
colluders can only double what they download by cheating
(for the same amount of uploading).

B. Colluders with Renewable Identities

We now investigate the performance of the upload entropy
scheme when a colluder can renew its identity, say in T
seconds, after it has been evicted by the system. Assume that
the system advances in time periods, with the length of each
period being τ seconds. The system determines whether it
should evict a user at the end of each period, by checking
the upload-download ratio and the upload entropy, using
the accumulated upload and download of this user over all
previous periods. Suppose there are m colluders and n normal
users. We assume that all m colluders behave exactly in the
same way. Under this assumption, all m colluders are evicted
at the same time, and then rejoin the system at the same time.
Each colluder has limited upload and download capacities in
each period, denoted as U and D, respectively.

Note that with a renewable identity, it is not necessary for
a colluder to always stay alive in the system. For example,
if a colluder can get a new identity immediately after being
evicted, the colluder can repeatedly obtain a high download
(by ignoring the ratio and entropy constraints), get evicted,
and then rejoin the system. We investigate, for a given T and
τ , what is the best strategy of the m colluders to maximize
their average long-term download rate? Let u(k), v(k), d(k)
denote the accumulated actual upload, fake upload, actual
download for each colluder up to period k, respectively. Also
let the variable K denote the number of periods that pass until
the colluders violate the entropy constraint. The colluder’s
problem can be formulated as:

max d(K)
Kτ+T

st. u(k)+v(k)
d(k)+v(k) ≥ θ k = 1, . . . ,K − 1

−[ u(k)
u(k)+v(k) ln u(k)

n(u(k)+v(k))+
v(k)

u(k)+v(k) ln v(k)
(m−1)(u(k)+v(k)) ] ≥ ρ

k = 1, . . . ,K − 1
u(k)− u(k − 1) ≤ U k = 2, . . . ,K
d(k)− d(k − 1) ≤ D k = 2, . . . ,K,

(14)

Note that at the end of period K, the colluders violate the
upload entropy constraint, while after time T , they rejoin the
system. To maximize the long-run average download rate, the
colluders need to schedule u(k), v(k), d(k) in each period,
and finally determine in which period K they will be evicted.
Since upload entropy is based on the accumulated amounts of
upload and download over all previous periods, the decision of
the colluders in current period will affect their future decisions.

Lemma 2: If a colluder is evicted in period K but not
evicted in all previous periods k = 1, . . . ,K − 1, the max-
imum download of this colluder within the K periods is
(K − 1)dmax +D.

Proof: From Theorem 3, if a colluder is not blocked at the
end of period K−1, it can at most download with (K−1)dmax,



given that the total available upload is (K − 1)U . Note that
this is an upper bound, since it assumes that the system only
examines the upload entropy at the end of period K−1, rather
than other periods 1, . . . ,K − 2.

We next show that the upper bound can be achieved. At
period 1, the maximum download of the colluder is dmax. At
period 2, the colluder can download another dmax, such that
the total download over two periods is 2dmax, which is not
beyond the upload entropy threshold. Iteratively, at time slot
K−1, the total download over K−1 periods is (K−1)dmax.
In this way, the colluder does not violate the constraint in all
periods 1, . . . ,K − 1.

In period K, since the colluder ignores the upload entropy
constraint, it downloads with the maximum download capacity
D. Therefore, the maximum total download of a colluder over
K periods is (K − 1)dmax +D.

The original problem in (14) can therefore be simplified
to find an optimal K that maximizes the average long-term
download rate.

Theorem 4: (i) If T
τ < D

dmax
− 1, then the optimal K is

1, leading to a long-run average download rate of D
(τ+T ) . (ii)

If T
τ = D

dmax
− 1, then any K leads to the same long-run

average download rate of dmax

τ . (iii) If T
τ > D

dmax
− 1, then

the optimal K is∞, leading to a long-term average download
rate of dmax

τ .

This theorem shows that there exists a critical threshold
D
dmax

− 1 for T
τ . If T

τ is beyond this threshold, the upload
entropy scheme imposes an upper bound, dmax

τ , on download
rate of a colluder, even when the colluder can renew its
identity. To discourage colluders from breaking the constraints,
one can either increase the identity renew time T or decrease
the examination time τ .

VII. RELATED WORK

Incentive design in P2P systems has been studied in several
research papers. Feldman et al provide a review for robust
incentives in P2P [3]. BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat mechanism has
been studied in detail, e.g., [10], [2]. Despite its popularity,
several studies have shown that the original tit-for-tat strategy
cannot fully prevent free-riders, and have proposed refinements
to tit-for-tat [12], [13], [16], [19]. Tit-for-tat cannot provide in-
centives for seeds. To provide such incentives, there have been
several important studies of asynchronous incentive schemes
in P2P systems. For example, there are several proposals for
using global currency in P2P [21], [20], [1], [5]. In this
paper, we focus on the ratio incentive mechanism, which is
now widely used in private BitTorrent sites. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first paper that examines the ratio
incentive mechanism. We study in-depth how ratio incentives
influence user behavior. In particular, our measurement studies
show that, without using a sophisticated global currency
system, the simple ratio incentive mechanism can strongly
encourage seeding.

Game theoretic approaches for P2P incentives have been
studied in [14], [3], [4]. Feldman et al use simulation to show
that reciprocation incentive mechanisms can drive a system
of strategic users to nearly optimal levels of cooperation [4].
More recently, Zhao et al developed a mathematically-tractable
dynamic game-theoretic framework to analyze a broad class
of P2P incentive schemes [24]. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first paper to formulate and solve the incentive
design problem in private P2P systems. Using game theory and
mechanism design, we answer several fundamental questions
on incentive design for private P2P sites.

Lin et al conducted an empirical study of collusion behavior
in a large scale P2P file-sharing system, finding that there
indeed exist collusions in such a system [11]. To prevent
free-riding and collusion, several researchers have proposed
interesting global P2P reputation systems [9], [7]; but to date
there is not a large-scale P2P deployment that has successfully
used reputation. In [11], it has been shown that the reputation
system [9] cannot efficiently prevent collusions in P2P file
sharing systems. In this paper, we propose an upload entropy
scheme to prevent collusions. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first paper to propose using entropy to combat
collusion in P2P systems. We mathematically show that the
proposed entropy scheme can severely limit the colluders gain.

There have also been several papers on measurements
involving public BitTorrent web sites and public trackers [6],
[17], [15], [8], [22]. In an earlier paper [23], we conducted a
measurement study of private BitTorrent sites. We investigated
800+ private sites in terms of their geographic concentrations
and content portfolios. Although the size of each private site
is relatively small, we found the aggregate size of the private
sites to be surprisingly large. This motivated us to extend the
measurement study in [23] to more fully understand seed-
leecher ratios and user interaction patterns in private sites.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Current private BitTorrent sites introduce a new incen-
tive paradigm, where the sites record upload and download
amounts of users and require each user to maintain its upload-
to-download ratio above a specified threshold. In this paper,
we conducted an in-depth study on incentives in private P2P
file-sharing systems. We first conduct a measurement study
on a representative private BitTorrent site, examining how
incentives influence user behavior. Our measurement study
shows that, as compared with public torrents, a private Bit-
Torrent site provides significantly more incentives for users
to contribute and seed. Second, we develop a game theoretic
model and analytically show that the ratio mechanism indeed
provides effective incentives. But existing ratio incentives in
private BitTorrent sites are vulnerable to collusions. Third, to
prevent collusion, we propose an upload entropy scheme, and
show through analysis and experiment that the entropy scheme
successfully limits collusion, while rarely affecting normal
users who do not collude.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

n Number of normal users (who are not collud-
ers).

δi Download strategy of user i, i.e., the amount
of data that user i targets for downloading.

σi Upload strategy of user i, i.e., the amount of
data that user i targets for uploading.

D Download capacity of each user.
U Upload capacity of each user.
di Actual download amount of user i.
ui Actual upload amount of user i.
f(·) General incentive mechanism.
θ Threshold of upload-download ratio.
∆ Amount of data a newcomer is allowed to

download for free.
Ψi Utility of user i.
B(di) Benefit of user i to download with di.
C(ui) Cost of user i to upload with ui.
β Willingness of users to increase the savings.
ε A small number.
κ A small number.
ei Upload entropy of user i.
uij Actual upload from user i to user j.
ρ Threshold of upload entropy.
ẽi Interaction entropy of user i.
cij Number of torrents in which user i and user

j interacted.
ci Total number of torrents that user i joins.
n∗i Total number of co-occurrence users of a user

i.
m Number of colluders.
vik Fake upload amount from colluder i to col-

luder k.
vi Total fake upload amount of colluder i.
dij Actual download amount of colluder i from

user j.
dmax Maximum download amount of each colluder.
V Root of equation (11).
g Colluding gain.
K Number of periods that pass until the collud-

ers violate the constraints.
τ Length of examination period.
T Duration for a user to renew its identity.

APPENDIX

We summarize the notations in this paper in Table I.
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